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HEAT TRANSIV?RAND

FOR CON1’ROLLED

CHEMICAL STABILITY CALCULATIONS

THERMONUCLEARREACTORS (CYl?R)

by

J. W. Tester
R. C. Feber
C. C. Herrick

ABSTRACT

Both heat transfer characteristicsand chemical stabilities of

several proposed first-wallmaterials including Nb, Al O
2 39

and Mo were

examined over a range of conceivableoperating conditionsfor a pulsed

high beta machine. Heat fluxes from .1 to 10 kW/cm2 were considered

for .1 to 1 cm wall thicknesses. With en incidentR%mst.rahlung flux

of (10 kW/cm2) and a 10$ duty cycle, none of the materials proposed

looked feasible. By decreasingthe Brem.~ung flux to (lkW/cm2)

with a 1~ duty cycle, a 1 mm Al O wall attains steady state con-23
diti.ons at-1000”C. Chemical stabilities of M203, BeO, end BN, were

examined in molecular end atmrl.chydrogen environments. The materials

are satisfactoryin molecular hydrogen at 827”c, show modest reaction

at 1227”C, end are unsuitable at 1727”C. In a hydrogen atcm environ-

ment, over apK==Ure-e 0flxu-5t010 torr, all selected matefials

were unsatisfactory.

.

b

WMMARY

Two major problems are anticipatedwith fusion

reactor first well materials: (1) excessivewall

surface heating caused by the deposition of large

quantities of heat, 1-10 kW/cm2, end (2) chemical

erosion of the wall caused by plasma fuel particles

bciabardingthe Inner surface. Heat transfer end

chemical stability characteristicswere analyzed

for several proposed first wall materials, viz

Nb, Mo, AI.203,BeO, BN, and SIC.

Heat conductionthrough the wall was treated

numerically as a one-dimenslona.1,unsteady atate

problem incorporatingan appropriateliquid metsl

heat transfer coefficientfor the lithium blenket.

The inner wall surface was modeledby epecif@ng

the heat flux, prharil.yBrara*hlung radiation,

during the pulse. In this prelim.inazyanalysis the

heat conductedto the Inner surface during the rest

cycle was neglected.

The pulse time was specifiedesCLOlsecwith a

rest period of 0.09 sec to simulate proposed Z-pinch

operating conditions. The effects of materiel

thermal properties were exeminedby calculating

steady state temperatureprofiles as a function of

incident heat flux - (.1-10 kW/cm2), well thickness

(0.1 - 1.0 cm), end liquid mete).heat transfer

coefficient (0.14 - 14 cal./cm2-sec-0C).Thermal

diffustvities (m2/see) of 1.117 for Cu, 0.545 for

Mo, 0.250 for Nb, end 0.0434 for A1203 provided a

s5.gnificentrange of thennel properties. With an

2 8000C ambient Li,incident heat flux of .-10 kW/cm ,

end a l@ duty cycle, none of the proposed materiels

1



looked feasible since the surface temperature exceed-

ed the melting point after several pulses. At lower

heat fluxes, -1 kW/cm2, a 0.1 cm A1203 wall attained

steady state conditions at 10CY3”Cwhich is approx-

imately half of the melting temperature.

Apart fran the serious implicationsof the heat

transfer analysis, chemical erosion problems present

scme potential problems. Chemical stabilitiesof

solid Al O , BeO, BN, and SiC were examined in atcm.ic
23

and molecular hydrogen over temperatures fran 827°C

to 1727°C and partial pressures frcxn1 to 10 Torr.

Chemical equilibriumwas assumed as a limiting

criterta, end free energies were minimized numerl.-

csl.lyto obtain equilibriumcompositions. For most

cases, the proposed materials were unsuitableunless

very small reaction probabilityvalues exist to

avoid excessive deccmposit%on.

The heat transfer dilemma can be approachedin

several WWS. Since dielectricmateriels such as

K1.203are desirablebuk possess poor thexmal con-

ductitities,a method currentlyunder investigation

is to enhance poor thenael propertiesby incorpor-

ating ordered lattice defects. Should this prove

tobe unsuccessful, serious considerationg.houldbe

given to both radial end circumferenti.ally- cml-

posites. The thermal effectivenessof any proposed

composite could be analyzed with minor alteration of

the existing finite difference code.

The potential chemical stabilityproblem should

be confirmedby laboratory expexd.ments.If confirm-

ed, the problem may be handled by employing a radial

layered ccmposite orif a circumferentiallylayered

canpositeis chosen by replenishment“in situ” using

a suitable purge gas. Chemical stabilitiesof sug-

gested materials canbe analyzed with the present

code.

INTRODU2TI~ AND SCOPE

This preliminary report concerns first-wallma-

terial problems associatedwith controlledthenno nu-

clear reactors (CI!RS).Material choices for the flrat
1,2

wall are Mmlted. A typical first wall material

must be inert to liquid lithium, capable of withstand-

ing large bremmstr~lmg and neutron fluxes, possess

good dielectricpropefiies and conduct heat well with

no chemical or evaporativedeteriorationat 1000”C

and higher in the presence of a deuterium-tritiumgas

mixture. Specific radiation damage effects such as

swdllngandenbrittlementwam~ inour treatment.

Numerical values of most, if not all, of the

design parameters are uncertain. For present pur-

poses, the pulsed machine Is desiwed for a lN

duty cycle, e.g., a pulse time, Tp of O.01 sec

followedby a rest time, Tr, of 0.09 sec. Surface

heat fluxes were varied fran .1 to 10 kW/cm2 to

examine their effect on the inside surface tempera-

ture for various wall thicknesses.

Incident flux on the first wall surface is pri-

marily bremsst-g radiation of average wavelength

0.25 ~. The absorption cU.stenceinto the wall varies

with atomic number, e.g., 60$ of 15 to 38 Kevbrems-

strahlung energy is absorbed in O.1 cm of A1203,

whereas ccxnpleteabsorption occurs in less than

0.01 cm ofNb. 3 Neutron deposition energy in the

wall is assumed to be insignificantrelative to the

bremsstralung flux. The plasma cooling heat dump

during the rest cycle is undoubtedly very important

but was ignored in this analysis. 3

Since a molten lithium blanket surroundingthe

plasma will be used for cooling as well as tritium

breeding, heat transfer effects on the outside of

the first wall are secondary, and the temperature

profile in the wall will be controlledby the rate

of heat conductionthrough It. To improve the ther-

m~hc efficiencyof the CTR in producing usable

power, a maximum liquid lithium temperature of 800”C

should be used in the primary heat exchange step.

Ewing the rest cycle, the expanding plasma

fuel will consist mostly of a deuterium-tritiumndx-

ture which could interact chemicallywith the wall

at surface temperatures. Since the wall must remain

stable to bombardmentby reducing plasma, chemical

reactions and evaporationeffects were also examined.

Heat transfer end chemical stability character-

istics are considered separatelyin this report for

a number of materials including copper, nloblum,

molybdenum, alumina, beryllia, end boron nitride.

Heat Transfer Analysis at the First Wall

Preliminarywork in this area has been reported

by Ribe and associates 3 as well as PMllips and
4

colleagues. Temperature profiles and surface

temperature variationswere examined under pulsed

end continuousheating conditions. The effects of

incident heat flux, internal heat production, liquid

lithium heat transfer, and wall thickness were stud-

ied for copper, niobium, alumina, and molybdenum to

provide a range of themal properties.

. I
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Heat transfer through the wall is approximated

by a one-dimensional,unsteady-statesystem. A nu-

merical, finite differencetechnique was used to

solve the heat conduction equation with heat genera-

tion:

\

Plasma

.

*

firstwall

(1)

molten
lithium
- 800”C!

y(./-.~.lJ

Associated boundary conditionsare:

(1) atx =0 (Outsidewall), a specifiedheat

flux is given by the heat transfer coefficient,

h (cal/csa2-sec-”C),

k(~) =h@-TB).
ax x=o

(2)

(2) at x= t (inside wall), apetiticbcnmd-.

ary condition accounts for b.~+ralung pulsing.

For this preliminarytreatment, all thebremsstrahlumg

is assumed tobe deposited on the surface (x EL)

Where:

c=

h .

k=

6=

T=

TB=

P=

Cp-

7P=
?-r=

Q%=

heat generation rate = cal/sec cm3

heat transfer coefficient (liquid Li),

cal/cm2-sec-OC

thermal conductivity,cal/cm2-sec-OC/cm

wall thickness, cm

wall temperature at x end t, ‘C

time, sec

bulk L% temperature -800”c

distance, cm
k

thermal diffusivity =— , cZ/sec
Pcp

density, g/cm3

heat capactty, cal/g-”C

pulse time, sec

rest time, sec

flux, cal/cm2-sec

A numerical technique was selected (see ApPen-

dix A ) for its convenience. Should the heat gen-

eration or the thermal diffhsivityterms be functions

of time, temperature, and/or wall position, their

inclusionbecomes less difficult in a numerical

method than modification of existing analytical

solutions. The wall, of thickness a,, was divided

into 100 equal sized intervals with time increments

At, selectedto satisfy the stability criteria

that a At/ AX2 c 0.5 (see Appendix A).

RESULTS

Conth.mus Heating

Analysis of the cretinous heating case was

acccsnplishedby revising boundary #2 end solving

Eq. (1) numerically using the property values given

in Table I. A flux of 2382 cal/cm2-secx(10 kW/cm2)

for 0.01 sec produces surface temperature rises given

in Table II for Cu, Mo, Nb, and A1203. These results

ccmpare favorably with those of ~llips et a12

which were obtained frtm an analytical solution of a

semi-infinitesolid model where T was directly

proportionalto ~~d fi. ‘l?hus,the temperature

Ika~) . Q
?)xx=#, i.

5.(T r+ Tp)<t<i(Tr+T )+T
P P

1

(3)
o i( T + 7p)+Tp<t<(i+l) (Tr+Tp)

r

i=o, 1, 2, ....

3



TABLE I

MATERIAL PROPEKT12S (a)

Material

cu - Copper

‘1203
- Alumina

Mo - Molybdenum

Nb - Niobium

k-

Q-

cP-
a-

(a)

k

cal/cm2secK cm & &

.91 8.92 .0915

.034 3.96 .198

.350 10.2U .0630

.158 8.57 .0736

1.117

.0434

.545

.250

thermal conductivity

density

heat capacity

thennel diffisivlty

data based on informationtaken at - 800”C fran

1. Perry’s Handbook for Chemical Engineers.,Fourth Edition

2. Handbook of Chemistry and p@ics

3. Thermal ConductivityHan&ook

—

Material

Cu

Mo

m

‘~2°3

TABLE II

SUhMARY 03?RESULTS FRCM COIV’1’INUOUSCASE

%ncident =2382 cal/cm2-sec (10kW/cm2)

Hgeneration = O

total time elapsed = 10,000P aec = 0.01 sec

AT=Ts-~

(“c) A A

322.9 1122.9 1084

577.0 1377.0 262Q

922.9 1722.9 2470

1727.0 2527.0 2015

TM = melting temperature

TS = surface temperatureinside of the first wall

TB = bulk temperature of the lithium = 8CQ°C

TT = homologous temperature = &!M

1 h = 14 cal/cm2-sec-eC

‘%!

542

1310

1235

1008

.

,
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rise for other wall fluxes for the same heating

period can be approximatedby using a ratio of Qi’s

e.g. for a 1 kW/cm2 loading on Al O at .01 see,
23

AT * 173”c. (See Table 2).

Fulsed Heating

The basic phenanena of operating a pulsed

machine is given by the temperatureprofiles taken

over a O.1-sec cycle and illustratedin Fig. 1.

An incident flux of 238.2 cal/cm2-sec - (1 kW/cm2)

at a 1 cm Al O wall was used.
23 Each of the ten

lines representsa O.01-sec interval. Following

the first pulse the profile is drawn to a maximum

AT of 190*C at x/k = 1. During the first rest

period this temperature decays to a value near 30”c

since the heat dump is excluded frcsnthese calcula-

tions. The next pulse produces a higher surface

tempe~ature as its initiation camnences frcm the

TB + 30”C value. This process continuesuntil a

steady state temperature distributionis attained.

I
Tlme=O.1 sec

140

.G ‘20

0

601-

:Ob
0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80

X/L DimensionlessDistance

Fig. 1. Temperature profiles in a 1 cmthlck Al 03
7wall with an incident flux of 238.2 cal un2

(1 kW/cm2). Each line represents .01 sec
of elapsed time. Line O is just after the
1st pulse.

Should the incident flux be increased to 1191

or 2382 cal/cm2-secx (5 or 10 kW/cm2) retaining a

O.01-sec pulse duration, a significantsurface temp-

erature rise occurs as Fig. 2 illustrates. Curves

are plotted after each pulse until a running time of

2.21 sec (22 pulses) has elapsed. Here ATS ex-

ceeds 1000”C or T well > 1800”c (TB = 8000C) thereby

creating serious problems with Al O
2 3.

1,000 # 1 , , , 1 i , ,

Al, Ox
///,1,11

1800 Pulse~ case h
TP =0.01 sec q

800 Qi=.1191cal/cm;

yMl

}
Time=2.21sec

700

‘R 5001-

X/L DimensionlessDistance

Fig. 2. Temperature profiles in a 1 cm thick
A1203 wall with an incident flux of 1191
c~/~2 sec (5 kW/cm2). Each line is
drawn at the end of every pulse.

Profiles similar to those of Fig. 1 occur for

Cu as shown in Fig. 3. Copper’s thermal conduc-

tivity is 0.91 cal./cm2-sec-”C/cmversus 0.034 c@&2-

sec-°C/cm for A1203; this permits a Cu wall to tol-

erate higher incident fluxes,.viz. Qi = 10 kW/cm2

with only a 32Q”C rise following the first pulse.

Continuous pulsing at a Cu well yields the

temperature distribution shown in Fig. 4. After

4.51 sec or46 pulses the temperature rise at the

inside surface has reached -530”C. Addition of

these temperature rises to the 803°C bulk value

means the Inside surface of the copper wall melted

during the first pulse. Mechanical strength prob-

lems with a material generally start at half the

melting temperature.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate similar behavior

with Wb which has thennel properties intermediate

between ‘2°3 ‘dCu.
As expected,the temperature

excursionwith libat 238.2 ce.1/cm2-sec~ (1 W/cm2)

loating is considerablyless them with A1.203.

5



‘-280 Q, = -2382 Cd/Cl112sac

240 F H
%OE

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

iou
0.20 0.40

X/L Dimension?&? Distan~eW
1.00

Fig. 3. Temperature profiles in a 1 cm thick
Copper wall with an %ncident flux of 2382
cel/cm2 sec (10 kW/cm2). Each line rep-
resents .01 sec of elapsed time.

600

500

e 400

h 300
~

200

100

00 0.20 040 0.60 0.60 1.00
X/L bimensiinless Distance

Fig. 4. Temperature profiles In a 1 cm thick
Copper wall with an incident flux of 2382
cel/cm2 sec (10 kW/cm2). Approach to
steady state temperature distribution
after 46 pulses with each line appearing
at the end of every pulse. ( At . .10 see)

An alternativeto reducingthe well flux would

be to lower the bulk temperature fras 800”c. l!his,

of course, would have the disadvantagethat lower

thensodynamic conversionefficiencieswould result.

All calculationsperfomaed actually obtaim the

temperature excursion AT as a function x endt

added on to the ambient level TB. Thus, one can

X/L DimensionlessDistance

Fig. 5. Temperature profiles in a 1 cm thick
Niobium Wti with an incident flux of
238.2 cel/cm2 sec (1 kw/cm2). Each line
represents .01 sec of elapsed time.

Nobum
120 - Pulsedcase

G Tp=o.ol sac Tr =0.09sac
0- 90 -Q, ..2W.20 C131/CII)2Se’c

$
Time=O.71SeC

# 60 -

30 -

0.40 0.60 0.60 LOO
X/L Dimensionless Distance

Fig. 6. Temperature profiles for Nb
Fig. 5. Each line tiawn at

continued fran
the end of

every pulse. ( At = .1 see).

obtein the actual surface temperature directly frcsn

Table IIIbyueing the appropriateTB.

Effect of WeXl.Thickness

One methcxiof circumventingthe poor thermal

characteristicsof materials such as Al O is to
23

reduce the wall thickness. Ribe and associates1

handled this problem in the e-pinch machine by

designing a ccsnpositewall cmsisttig of 0.1 cm

a203 ‘to 0“3 a ‘f ‘“ n armtiel$ ‘eductig
the wall thiclmess of A1203 to 0.5 cm lowers the

inside surface temperature rise to @O”C, Fig. 7,

ccsnparedto 444°C for 1 cm wall with the samethseaml

lading. The difference ccmtinuesto increase until

Steady State is reached. Estimatica of the steady

state surface temperaturewas detemlned by extra-

polation to t - m on a semilogarithmicplot of

TS versus l/t. The y-intercept, @ = O, corres-

ponds %0 infinite time. Results for 1, ().5 and

0.1 cm A1203 walls are given in Fig. 8. In each

case, ~ was 238.2 cal/cm2-sec-(1 W/ma2).

,

.

,
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TABLE III

SUM4ARY OF RESULTS FR~ FUMED CASE

Mat erial

Copper

ml

Cu

Alumina

‘1203

‘2°3

‘i203

‘2°3

‘1203

‘2°3

‘i203

‘2°3

‘2°3

‘1203

‘1203

‘2°3

Niobium

Nb

Nb

Nb

Nb

Nb

Moly.

Mo

Mo

Mo

Mo

H generation = O

Tp = .01 ~e~

*

!&f
10.0

1.0

10.0

5.0

2.0

1.0

0.5

0.1

1.0

.5

.1

1.0

.5

.1

10

1.0

.5

.1

1.0

10

1.0

.5

.1

L

cm

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

l.o

1.0

1,0

1.0

.5

.5

.5

.1

.1

.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

At

micro-see

40

40

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

250

250

250

10

10

10

200

200

200

Z@

80

90

90

90

90

h = 14 cal/cm2 sec “C
‘B

= 8oo”c

Tr = .09 sec

‘f ATS at tf

sec (last pulse) “c

4.51 528

0.11 37

1.01

2.n

2Q.61

17.01

5.01

6.01

3.21

1.61

1.61

1.11

.a

.11

3254

2148

1587

765

263

56

421

176

35

200

98

19

3.31 2074

2.01 laa

1.41 86

1.41 17

1.01 140

.21 750

.41 84

.81 99

.31 8

Ts at tf

“c

1327

837

4054

2948

2387

1565

1063

856

1221

976

835
1000

898

818

2874

988
886

817

940

1550

884

849

808

CO*
AT~

“c

529

51

-4200

-2700

1850

goo

400

60

49

2.20

45

200

110

25

24OO

220

100

20

150

1280

125

60

13

a.+
T~

“c

1328

851

-+000

.-3500

2650

1700

1200

860

1290

1020

845

1000

910

825

1020

900

82u

950

92’j

&o

813

* 1 ~/cm2 z 238.2 cal/sec cm2

$ extrapolatedto = time



Estimated steady state surface temperatures

varied fras - 1000”C for a O.1-cm wall to ‘1290”C

for a 0.5-cm wall to...1700°C for a l-cm wall with

an 800”C lithium blanket.

420

360

300

c
0-240
d-
% 180~

120

60

00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.60 1.00
X/L DimensionlessDistonce

Qi -1 kii/CL82 - 236.2cal/seccm2

TB - 600”C
2,00a~ , 1 , 1 , 1 , , , i 1 , ,

A1203FukedCOSS

1.500- l.Otm well

1,000 I , 1 1 ! 1 I 1 I I 1 I

::-

1
002 004 0D6 00s 00 02 0

Ts”c” L

i- 4
l,om~ 1 J, t 1 I ! ! 1 t 1 ! 1 I )

‘m
a 06

,OOOF O.lcmwalt
Fig. 7. Temperature profiles for a .5 CISA1203

wall with an incident flux of 238.2
,

I 1 I
cal/cm2 sec (1 kW/cm2). Approach to a

1 I ! 1 J 1 1 ! ! I
o 2.0 b.o 6.0 6.o lD.O 12.O14.0

steady state temperature distribution VTkne(see+)
after 31 pulses with each line appearing
at the end of every pulse. (At= .1 see).

Fig. 8. Surface temperature (inside) of the first
well. Extrapolationsto infinite time are
shown for al cm; .5 cm, end .1 cmA1203

Approach to Steady State wall with a loading of 283.2 cal/cm2 sec

When a steady state is reached,the temperature (1 kW/cm2).

profile will stabilize except near the inside sur-

face where it is continuouslypulsed. A one-dimen- 320- , , , , ,
A1203

sional steady state temperatureprofile should be 280 -Pylsedcase

llnear for fixed boundary contitlons. Thus,’a rP=O.Olsecr,=0.~sec
240 -Q,=:238.20cal/cmsac

Mnear profile is anticipated for a large port%on
Time=0.81sao

of the wall not subject to the pulsing fluctuations. ~200 ‘0.5cm wall
In Fig. 9 profiles are drawn followingthe first

o

m; 160 -
pulse, before the next eight pulses end following I
the ninth pulse, t = 0.81 sec. Profiles at times ~ 120 -

pr-1.orto each remalnlng pulse up to 3.2 sec and
60 -

then following the 33rd pulse, t = 3.21 sec are

shown in Fig. 10. A linear profile is found for 40 -

approximately8% of the well distance.

If the thensal time constant of the well Tw, 0.60 0.80 1.00

defined as X/LDmensionless Distance
.z

r-= 4,2/a=pcp~ Fig. 9.
k ‘-e~ture profiles fora”5~f120& 2

wall with en incident flux of 238.2 c /cm

is large casparedto the rest time T = .09 see, sec (1 kW/cm2)

successivepulsing will raise the emb~ent wall

temperature above TB since the recovery time Is

insufficientto allow canplete relaxation. This is

.

,

.

,
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.

“*Eiii2=7
I0.5 cm wall

280

X/L DimensionlessOistance

Fig. 10. Temperature profiles for a .5 cm A1203
wall with an incident flux of 238.2 cal/cm2
sec (1 kW/cm2).

clearly the case for a 1 cm Al O wall23 s TW > xl;

however, good conductors such as copper andmolyb-

denum have large I-Y’Sand Tw ~Tr allowing the

surface temperatureT~ to more canpletely recover

to the ambient level before the next pulse. In

effect, Ts at steady state is a superpositionof .

the ambient temperaturelevel rise and the themal

spike due to bremsstralilungduring each pulse. Values

for steady state surface temperatures,T: and AT: ,

were extrapolatedfrcsolog Ts versus l/t plots for

most of the cases listed in Table III.

Because of tbls superpositioneffect,ATs-

cen be approximatedby:

AT: ==
A ‘ambient + A ‘)lstpulse

where

AT)
ambient ‘[Qi Tp@p+ Tr)lf

‘T)lstpulse
= increaseinsurfacetempers-

tureafterletpulse.

For example,with a 1 Cm AI.203wall at 1 kW/cm2 wall

loading, AT: = 900 fran Table III. Calculating

AT; fran the above equation:
.

ATM - ‘238”2)
(.1) (1)

s .034
+180 = 880”c

Thus, the agreement is quite good.

Liquid Metal Heat Transfer Effects

The last effect tobe studied is the liquid

metal.heat transfer coefficient. ~ the results

discussed so far, we purposely chose a large value

of h = 14 cal/cm2-sec-“C to maintdn the outside

wall at approximately8000C. Nonetheless, in Fig.

4 one can seethe effect of this large but finite

h as the temperature at x/L= O rises above 800”c.

In the case dep%cted in Fig. 4 a flux of 2382

cal/cm2-sec=(10 kW/cm2) was msintainedforl~

of the total cycle time. When steady state is

achieved, AT at the outside surface (x/t = O)

can be approximatedby AT = Qi (0.1)/h ~17°C for

a 0.1 duty cycle factor which agrees quite well

with the numerical solution of Fig. k.

A test was conducted on A1203 to demonstrate

the effect of a low value of h.
2

Using h = 0.14

cal/cm -see-”C, a 0.5 cm wall, and a flux loading

of 283.2 cal/cm2-see,a run was made for 25 sec

(250 pulses) to approach steady state (see Fig. 11).

The outside surface was heated to 972°C as compared

to 805°c when h = 14 cal/cm2-sec-”C. A realistic

value of the liquid metal heat transfer coefficient

should be used in any final analysis of the first

wall.

Chemical.Erosion and Stability

The problcunof first wall reaction in a re-

ducing environmentis treated as a subset of the

more general problem, viz. detemninationof thermo-

dynamic properties for systems canposed ofmeny

gaseous constituentsh equilibriumwith a pure

solid phase. Complete absence of either experimental

or theoretical rate data necessitateusing such an

idealized model.

The basis for these calculations is well known

having been establ.lshedbyGibbs and employed pre-

viouslyby the Bureau of Mines6 for power plant

fuel mixtures, NASA7 for propulsion calculationsand

NClTS8on explos3.oncharacteristics.

All calculationsare made assuming an equili-

brium state is reached or the equivalent assumption,

tkt the rat%o of computed to actual extent of re-

act%on is -. Reasonablenessof this approximatkn

9



can be asmesaedonly in the lightof still to be

determined experimentaldata.

em

600

540

480

I
Pukedcase

- rp‘-0.01 Sec T, .0.09*C
AlwnkwtestwithIy heattransfercoeff+

-01.-238,2cal/cmsec
lime=25 WC

—.
X/L DlmenslonlessDistonce

Fig. 11. Temperature profiles for a 1 cm Al@

13XeY(?G=:?S %w%%;’
Li heat transfer coefficienth = .14
cal/cm2 sec “C. Each line appears at the
end of every pulse (At = .1 see).

Because plasma cooling (heat dump), Intermal

heat generation, and surface heat transfer coef-

ficients were either ignored or inadequatelyrepre-

sented in previous sections of this report,three

temperatureswere used in these calculations,viz.

8w,1227 and1727°C.

Uncertainty of actual fuel pressures prcsnpted

most calculationsto be carried out at 1, 5, end 10

Torr, however, in Table XXthe range has been ex-

tendedto 1 x 10-5

effects. Finally,

the CTR design are

take on the values

analysis considers

gaseous species is

torr as an indication of pressure

since the geometricalaspects of

not finalized,gas-to-solidratioa

of 0.1, 1.0, and 10. Thus, the

cases in which the number of

one tenth the number of solid

molecules, are equal or there are ten times as nwmy

gaseous species as their are solid molecules.

Briel’1.y,the equilibriumproblem consists of

finding that set of ni values which minimizes

The Gibbs free energy,

G=Z pini
i

subject to the side cmdition of a mass balance

n=Q
f ai,e i e

where:

(4)

(5)

Gibbs free energy, eel/mole

(bG/ani) at constentT endp

moles of substancei.

number of atcxzsof element e in species i

total moles of element e

describesthe method used in this report;

G=

LLi=

9=
a.
l,e=

‘Qe=

Appendix B

a method which differs frcsnthose previously men-
tioned6,7,8 . The primaryinnotiia in this work is

solting a set of stiff differentialequattons. 9Gear

has written a code forthe numerical solution of

systems of ordinary differentialequationswhich uses

multistep predictor-correctormethods whose order

end step-sizeare autanaticsllyvaried consistent

with specifiedtolerances on the estimated error.

The user has the option of applying either a fona

of the Adams method or methods suitable for “stiff”

equat%ons;i.e., systems in which the solutionshave

widely differenttime constants. It is the latter

option which makes Gear’s subratine uniquely valu-

able for our calculations. Thus, an experiment

which took 244 iterations end -.15 to 20 sec to

reach convergencein the stiff mode failed to cm-

verge in 5 rainand 60,000 iterations usi~ the Adams

method.

Results of Stability Calculations

A sumary of results is provided in Table IV

and V. The reader must keep in mind these values

were obtained on the bash of en idealized system

in which the solid end gas phases are at the same

temperature,i.e the assumed wall temperature, every

gaseous substance acts as an ideal gas end most ink

portent, every fuel-gas solid phase collision is

fruittlsl.The final column was ccsnputedassuming

equilibriumi.aattained during each cycle or.every

gas species impinges on the wall and reacts. Little

‘ai&ficance shouldbe attache& to the substitution

‘ofhydrogen for deuterlum-tritium.

.

*
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TABLE IV

Gaseous Reaction Insulator + H2 —Product s

Pressure = 1 torr Ratio 1 Mole H/l Mole Insulator

Temperature
Material “c

BeO 827

BeO 1227

BeO 1727

‘2°3
827

‘1203
1227

*12°3
1727

m - 827

IN 1227

m 1727

Insulator Eroded
Mole Fraction

1.91 x 10-10

3.84x 10-7

3.00X 10
-4

1.27 X 10-~0

5.42x 10-7

2.46 x 10
-4

1.11 x 10-9

4.n x 10-6

2.01 x 10-3

Insulator Loss
gins/year

1.59

3.20 x 103

2.50 x 106

4.03

1.72x 104

7.8o X 106

8.57

3.63 X 104

1.55 x lo~

TABLE V

Gaseous Reaction Insulator +H —Products

Pressure = 1 torr Ratio 1 Mole I@ Mole Insulator

Material

BeO

BeO

BeO

‘1203

‘i203

‘i203
BN

BN

BN

sic

Temperature
“c

827

1227

1727

827

1227

1727

827

1227

1727

827

Insulator Eroded
Mole Fraction

2.27 x 10-~

1.57 x 10-=

1.56 x 1o-2

8.90 X 10-2

3.51X 10-2

2.15 x 1o-2

1.67 X 10-~

1.59x 10-~

1.43 x 1o-1

1.67 X 10-~

Insulator Loss
gms year

1.89 X 109

1.31 x 109

1.30 x lo8

2.82x log

1.11X 109

6.8 X108

1.8 x 109

1.23 x log

1.10 x 109
2.46 x log

OxideMaterlals

Ahnslna

A most widely

has been alumina.

Calculatingthe extent of reaction which one mole

of Al O solld undergoes to fens the above mentioned
23

suggested inner surface material
products, one obtains at 11OO”K (827”c) a value like

At equilibriumthe systeInA1.Oa,
1 x 10-1° mole fraction. Only a trivial dependence

c J-

H2 contains at least the additional speciesH, H20,
on pressure or gas/solid ratio as Table C-1 (Appen-

AIH, Al, A120, +llcH,AIO@ A1O, A102, WO> ~202j dlx C) illustrates,is observed.

‘H’ 02’ OS H02S H202 each at scme partial pressure.

11



At 1500K (1227 C) in a H2 environmentthe A1203

initially present has diminished considerably. If

equilibriumis attained during every pulse-rest

cycle, the canputed extent of reaction frcm a mole

of Al O (s) translates to roughly 1000 grams per
23

year. The major products, as shown in Table C-II,

are H20 and aluminlum plus various aluminium can-

pounds. Cne anticipatesmany of the products will

be removed during the flushing process but sane,

such as alum.iniummetal,may reacte.g.NbAl is a
3

stable material.

When the calculationis canpletedwith the

system at 2000 (1727°c),en erosion loss of r-

106 grams per year is estimated. As shown in Table

C-~1, a reaction probablltty value, c , of 10-3 to

10 would be required to prevent substantialeroslm

losses.

liealso canputed what sort of stabilityIs ex-

pected fran A1203 (s) when hydrogen atans are in-

cluded in the system. An appropriatemodel would

~plw va~ms H/H2 ratios with A1203s since the

final H2 andH concentrationswere not available

and in view of previouslymentioned uncertainties,

the calculationwas made usfng a pure hydrogen atan

environment. Canputational.-wise,this is accanplish-

ed by eliminatingthe recanbinationreaction 2H =H .2
The results are llsted in Tables C-IV to C-VI.

It is clear that regardlessof temperature,pressure

or gas/solid variations,hydrogen atcsn bombardment

could have grave consequences. l% would require

an extremely small value for the reaction proba-

bility, c , to canpensatethe syst~ energetic at

equilibrium.

Wr model does not permit reactionbetween ions

and A1203 (S). Any ions leaking thrcugh themeg-

netic barrier or produced outside it by high energy

particles wouldbe expectedto react with a higher

probabilitythan the lower energy atans.

Beryllia

A second prcdnently mentioned material is BeO.

Its thermal conductivityis reportedtobe approxi-

‘telyttice ‘hat 0f*203” ‘en all ‘Ossible
reaction products availableto us are included in

the H2, BeO system at 1100 K (827”c), our model

predicts BeO will be stable over the pressure range

and gas/solid ratios canputed. Actual product con-

centrationsand extent of reaction with a mole of

BeO are listed in Table C-VII. Increasingthe

temperatureto 1500 K (1277”c),estimatedBeO losses

are sufficientto pose a potential problem, Table

C-VIII. Actual loss may not correspondto the

extent of reaction should a reasonablevalue of the

reaction probability, c be found.

Results given in Table C-IX were ccrnputedat

2f.200K(1725”C). These data Indicate BeO to be un-

stable over the pressures and ratios considered.

Again as in the A1203 case, If hydrogen atczns

are allowed to react with a mole of BeO (s), the

results in Tables C-X thru C-XtI predict unaccept-

able consequences.

Nitride Materials

Boron Nitride

Boron nitride is a good~ ccmductor,poor

electrical conductorand has been used for many years

by high temperature chemists. It is easily fabri-

cated end relativelyinexpensive.

The actual calculationproved tobe instruc-

tional. Unlike the oxides, where only inthe BeO-~

system was it necessa~ to rewri%ethe equations,

the temperature dependence of AG~ (T) for such

species as BH3, BH2, NH , H and H2 vary to en extent
3

which makes recastingthe fundamentalchemical re-

actions mandatory for differenttemperatures. As

en example, whereas the choice of H end BH2 for can-

ponents suffices at 2000K, convergencewas not at-

tained in five minutes at 11OOK. Rewtitingthe

chemical reactionswith NH and BH as canponents,
3 3

convergencewas attained in fifteen seconds. Further

rewritingusing the gaseous ccmponentpairs BH3, H2

end BH2, H2was necessarybefore the series of runs

was canpleted.

At 11OOK the loss of BN due to erosion in a

molecular l@rogen atmospherewas acceptable, see

Table C-XKCI.

At 1500K erosion of BN under conditions of this

model may be severe as shown in Table C-XIV. When

a temperature of 2WOOK (Table C-XV) is used, pre-

dicted erosion loss is sufficientthat unless an

extreme)y favorable reaction probability were found,

Blfwould be of little value.

As we now anticipat~ should BNbe exposed to

hydrogen atanbanbardment at any temperature of

interest, predicted erosion would be most sever.

‘he mtinprtiucts betig~3’ ?’ ‘2’ B2’H6=d

‘3N?6”
All products being gaseous at 800”C and

.

,

.
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therefore lost during flushing. Results for this

system are given in Tables C-XVI thru C-XVIII.

Carbide Materials

sic—
Carbides generally are metallic like conductors.

One of the exceptionsIs SIC, it being a semi-con-

ductor. After the computationswere finished,this

material was suggested as a possible first wall

material.

One run was made atl~K in a hydrogen atom

atmosphere;the results as anticipatedindicate the

material decomposes. (See’J!ableC-IX).

DISCUSSION

The conditionsimposed on the first wall are

sufficientlyin conflict that a yes-no judgement

to a particularmaterial for either the first wall

or its inner surface can not be prudently made.

Employlng the heat flux and duty cycles suggested

viz. 2382 cal/cm2 sec = (10kW/cm2)and 10 percent

respectively plus keeping fn mind other first wall

functions,noneof the proposed materials look

feasible. By relaxing the flux a factor of ten,

ignoring the heat dump end estimatinga single heat

transfer coefficient,a wall thickness of about a

millimeter looks possible for A1203. With these

design parameters a steady state temperature of

approximately1000”C is attained with a mm of Al O
2 3“

Realistically,this is a very conservativeestimate.

In addition to ignoring the heat dump end heat gen-

eration terms, A1203 will react with liquid lithium,

necessitatinga protective layer. Alumina then

beccmes the inner surface of the first wall and two

heat transfer coefficientsare required for a calcu-

lation, one between A1203 end say Nb end enother

between Nb and liquid lithium. Finally, it is clear

that the steady state temperature is not the peak

surface temperature. Results of heat transfer cal-

culations even after flux reductionto 238.2cal/cm2

sees (1 kW/cm2) an inner eurfacetemperatura at

least two hundred degrees higher than the bulk

coolant temperature, 800”C, is assured.

Stability calculationssuggest a potential

problem with proposed ceramic inner surfaces at

these temperatures. At 800”c either A1203 or BeO

would appear suitable,however, as more realistic

temperatures are considered,BeO with its larger

negative free ener~ of formation is preferred..

Table Vl illustrates relative stabilitiesas deter-

mined by a free enerw of formation criterion at

lOOOK. These bar graphs can be taken as a rough

guide in judging oxides of greatest stability. Some

materials which appear to be less stable may in

actual practice be more stable with a favorable

reaction probability. What our heat transfer and

stability calculationssuggest is a comprcmd.se.

A thin wall means lower surface temperaturesand a

reductionin the extent of reaction. A thin wall

also means reduction of mechanical strength. As

the amount of material is diminished,a decrease

in elapsed time before insulator replenishmentis

anticipated.

Atcud.cas well as ionic gaseous species must

be excluded frcm contacting the inner surface.

A Maxwellian distributionwas assumed in the gas

phase through out these calculations. During the

rest period, Tr , when a plasma dump contribution

takes place we are not certain if energy attenuati.m

is sufficientto make this assumption valid. If it

is not, a greater insulator loss is anticipated.

In conclusion,BeO with its better themml

conductivityand larger negative free energy is

preferred as an inner surface material within the

limitations of the report”.

Current Work and Speculations

The authors use this section to present their

thoughts concerningproblems these calculations

raise. Clearly, what is needed is an easily fabri-

cated, good thenuel but poor electrical conducting

material with a high free energy of fonnatlon. In

addition, it should be inert to liquid lithium or

if not adhere to a material that does.

All of the proposed ceramic materials are poor

thermal conductors, therefore, we speculate on

means to enhance their heat transfer characteristics.

Consider an oxide solid solution such as

Zr02Y203. Individuallyboth are poor themal con-

ductors. In solution, however, substitutionalva-

cancies appear proportionalto the amount of Y O23
added. Presumably, such defects are introduced

symmetricallywithout distrubingthe original

lattice wave ccsnponentofthe thermal conductivity.

male

out.

tion

The possibility of an

due to such vacancies

If no improvement is

of ordered vacancies,

additional conduction

has yet to be ruled

found with the introduc-

their remains a possiWity
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of enhancementby trapping gas molecules, e.g.Helium

in the vacancies. Such trapped molecules protide

another possible mechen~sm for heat conductionby

using the intermolecularcontactsbetween trapped

gas and matrix to transfer energy. This behavior

would be analogousto that observed with clathrete
10

ccmpounds.

Some laboratorywork along these lines Is in

progress. A series of Zr02 samples doped withCaO

end Y O are now being investigatedto determine
23

the effect of vacancies end temperature on the

thermal properties of Zr02. TWO samples Zr02 (Q@@

and Zr02 (.2Y O ) were subjectedto 3.5 mev aphas
23

at .5 p amp for 1 end 5 hours respectively. The

calcia doped sample showed a loss in thermal dlffus-

ivlt.yend an increase in volume, whereas ytteria

doped m%terlal indicated a slight enhancementof

diffusivltyend no change In volume.

If the thermal properties of the first wall

cannot be improved by either altering physical or

chemical properties,then a radial canposite such
11

as suggested earlier or a “slinky” design4 could

be investigated. A1203 is known to adhere to Nb

(~Zr) by formation of NbA13, similarityZr02 can

be made to adhere toNb (~ Zr) by foming a seal

with ZrPt
3“

In either case, a two-dimensionalre-

laxation technique incorporatingmany of the fea-

tures of the present code could be used to analyze

heat transfer requirements.

Finally, the possLbllity of oxidation in place

can be considered. The free energy of fonnetion of

ZXQ2 is similar to A1203, that ofY203 slightly

lower, like BeO, see Table VI. me _kiCiPateS

reaction products would be mainly metal and water.

Because these metals have high heats of vaporization

viz 98 kcal/mole forY end 146 kcal/mole for Zr,

they would not leave during flushing and couldbe

reoxidizedin situ. l%is possibility is greatly di-

minished with light element oxides e.g. Be, Al, M&

Ca or Si. Similar reasoningholds forBN end SiC.

For NbOthe free energy of formation at 1000K

is 45 keal less than that ofBeO, (see Table VI)

end is probably a poor thennoconductor. If the

flushing operation couldbe carried out with a

H.@20 mixture, a very thin NbO film would be pro-

duced on a niobium metel first wall. Its dielectric

strength would

stabilityin a

have tobe investigatedend its

reducing environmentwould certainly

be poorer then the materiels thus far considered;

nevertheless,with frequent reoxidationit might be

satisfacto~, Further investigationalong these

lines using vanadium as a first wall material may
f

also prove interesting, AGVO s 101 kcal/mole.

It seems mandatory to detenni.nethe relation

between the canputed extent of reaction end the

actual extent of reaction or the reactionprobabil-

ityby laboratory experiments. Sane work in this

field by Rosner end associates is illuminating. His

experimentsare coni%ed to work on @ycrystelline

refractorymetals such as W, Mo end Ta end their

reactionprobabilitieswith F/F2, 0/02 end other feed

gases. Experimentally,va&es for the reaction prob-

ability,f, re!’3efrcm 10 to 0.8. These values

vary with temperature,pressure and atan to molecule

ratios.

COXCIJJSION3.

1. A numerical program for analyzing heat trane-

fer effects at the first wall, with the capability

of using time, temperature, or position dependent

properties, various boundary conditions or internal

heat generationterms in obtainingtemperaturepro-

files has been implemented.

2. Steady state temperatureprofiles were es-

tablished for Cu, AI.203,and Nb with various wall

loadlngs (.lto10 kW/cm2)anithicknesses.(ltil.0cm)

3. An idealized model was cmstructed and a

program implemented capable of ascertainingthe ex-

tent of reaction accanpan@.ngplasma-fuel, first-wall

material interactions.

4. Chanical erosion losses were determined for

A1203, BeO, end BN as functions of temperature,

pressure end gas/solid ratios, and acriterla was

suggestedto minimize erosion losses.

5. A method of fabricatim as ameens of pro-

viding the required In eitu dielectricproperties

was suggested.

RZCCMMENBATIONS.

1. A more realistlc range of design variables

should be established. These should include (a) a

clearer definition of total energy deposition (brems-

stralung,neutron, etc.) fluxes as a function of

depth into the wall, and (b) specificationof the

heat loads for the plasma coollng part of the cycle.

2. The feasibility of enhmcing the thermal

properties of a poor conductorby altering

14
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N.20 MgO A1203 Si02
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K20 Cao SC203 TiO Vo Cr203 MnO FeO coo
-50 -126 -112 -91 -79 -70 -74 -48 -39
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-35

Pd

Pt

TFwAg CdO 1.203 SnO

-38 -48 -45

Au Hg T L203 PbO

-27 -29

I

its lattice structure should be thoroughly in-

vestigated.

3. In anticipationof a possible need for

ccmposltematerials, a two-dimensionalrelaxation

procedure should be incorporatedinto the current

code for estimatingtemperature profiles.

4. Reaction probabilitiesmust be determined

for any seriouslyproposed insulator.

5. Amxn@ermcdelwhichmiLdest3mate (a)theratio

ofndeculartoatunicqeciesstzlkingthewIlland(b)tievel-

ocity distributionof the gaseous species is desirable,

6. Ifno insulatormaterial is exposed to the

gas phase, then the effect’ofsputtering on the

metal surface should be investigated.
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APPENDZ A

DIFFERW21AL EQUATICIVSPECIFICATIONS

Numerical Method for Initial Value Problems

Equation to be solved:

(A-1)

Approximationsfor a wall divided into m divisions

at the nth the $nterval

?)Tmn Tmn+l-Tmn
(A-2)

at = At

32Tmn Tm+l - 2T +T

(~) =
m-l. n (A-3)

Axd

Solving for T~, n+l USi~ Eqs. (A-l), (A-2) and (A-3)

T = MT
m,n+l

+(1-2M)”Tm n+ (A-L)rn+l, n s

‘Tin-l, n+: At

This will converge to a stable solution ot~ < ~.

Thus, one has to be careful in choosing AXSlld At

tokeephl S ~.

‘l’heboundary conditionswere i.mplf.mentedas

follows:

(1) Atx =0 (outsidewall) liquid metal heat

tranefer

~
‘k(ax)x=~ = h(T-TB)x=o (A-6)

‘1, n ‘TO, n -h
AX ‘~@o, n-TB)

(A-7)

(2) At x-L (inside wall) incident flux

-k(~x=t=Qi
(A-8)

T -Tm In ~i
m, n * (A-9).—

Ax k

An initial temperature of 800”C = TB was chosen for

all x, andEq. (A-k) with boundary conditions (A-7)

and (A-9) was used to performtileiteration

.1

,

.



APPENDIX B

CHEMICAL STABILITYANALYSIS

.

.

.

.

principle of Method

For a s@em of m elements and s chemical

speciesthe number of ccsnponentsc is equal to the

rank C s m of the matrix of the stoichicmetric

coefficientsaie” ‘ere aie
is the number of atcms

of element e present in the chemical substance i.

Any ccmponent c is representedby a linearly inde-

pendent formula vector &c:

a=
c (acl,.....am).....am)

(B-1)

There are (s-c) substanceshereafter designated

j whose formula vectors
ad

are dependent vectors,

expressableas linear combinationsof the independ-

ent vectors ~ c’

oj=:vjc &c (B-2)

These (s-c), substancesj are defined as apsci&

since they are obtained frcm Eq. (B-2). The choice

of c canponentsis arbitrary. Eq. (B-2) corresponds

to reactionsbetween componentsA= to form a Species

Aj:

~~cAc=Aj (B-3)

‘Susud’ ‘jc
are the stoichiometriccoefficients

of the jth reaction which produces a given species

A.
s

~Pa~ictiar reaction j will proceedto an

axtent y correspond.lngto the final equilibrium

state. In th.lsfinal equilibrium state, the system

will conteln ~ V. ( 1 - y) moles of component
c JC

c and y moles of the ~ species. For a given temp-

erature and pressure, the Gibbs free energy of this

system is G = E Vi ni or
i

G=ZV. (1-y) kc+ y~j
c JC (B-4)

T&eqiilibrium state by definition is the state of

minimum G i.e.(3G/ by)= O.

With this condition Eq. (B-b) becmnes

~ ‘jc ‘c= ‘j (B-5)

For en ideal gas

Pi = P“i+ RTln pi

so Eq. (B-5) becanes

z v.
c ]C(~j+RTlnPc)=W”j+RTln p.

J
or

RTln ‘j -(v; - :;CW”C) (B-6)
g(Pc)vjc =

The texm on the right hand side is the standard

Gibbs free energy of the.jth reaction and is here-

after designated ( A G“)JRx

Consequently,Eq. (B-6) is written as:

Pj _(AG~jRx
M— (B-7)

‘jc= RT -ln(K .)

11(Pc)
P] Rx

c’
Tabulated values of ( AG” k

~ such as the JANAF

compilatirm are used to compute values of ~j. In

our treatment all gase”oussubstancesare assumed to

be ideal i.e.

n.
pi= ‘iptotd ‘* ‘total

il

Whereupon for any species nj e.g.(B-7)takes the

form

(XU -1)
~~1 c Jc

‘j’KPj (~
~ n~jc
c

(B-8)

il

It is clear that we have as many equations of this

type as we have gaseous species i.e. ( a -c). It

is only necessary then to obtfi C s m more equa-

tions to ccsnpletelydefine the system.

An obtious constraint on the system %s that of

constant mass. The number of moles of any specific

element is not a variable but subject to the con-

streint

6ntotal = O (B-9)

A set of nc values which form the solution must

satisfy the mass balance conditions.

ZAse n~ = Qe
s

(B-1O)
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Here A~e Is the number of atans of element e present

in any substancei and Qe is a system constant. By

writing a mass balance equation for each cuaponent

of the system, the requiste number of equations end

unknowns are obtained.

The working expressionsare Eq’s, (B-8), (~~)

and a summation overnie , the total number of moles

of gas at equilibrium:
s

n=~+n2+...+ns=~ nie.

With numerical values substitutedfor the equili-

bfium constents,KPJ (T), the masses, Qe, and the

pressure* Ptdal, these working equations are of

the form

for a given i the solution of

fi (~ .....j..ns) =

i=b..,s
(B-n)

o (B-12)

yields only certain values ifEq. (B-12) holds.

AnY arbitazy set of ~ will field a v~ue of fi +0.

This permits us to define an error

%= 6i (~...ns).ns) (B-13)

which is clearly zero for the tique S~ of ni

correspondingto Eq. (B-12). For present purposes~

the method of steepest decent was chosen to obtain

values for the n’s. This procedure detemd.nesthe

set of values for ni..~● ns such t~t

(B-14)

i-l

has a local minimum.

By involving a search parameter A the error

functions can be used to calculate differentials

of the form

3= - : eia;j=l,...s

di
i=l an

j
The Gear method of handling stiff equations

canputes values for derivativesof S viz;

The sauarerootof thisvalue,10
-10

moles,

keeps the canputationtime franbecc?ningexcessive

and correspondsroughly to an extent of reaction of

one gmm per year for the problem et hand.

Illustration of the Method

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Define every chemical species that may be

5mportant to the system under investigation

Detexmine the rank of the formula matrh

if the number of canponentsis not intul.-

tively obvious. Table B-I presents the

matrix for the BN-H2 system.

Select the canponentsend write a series

of chemical reactions each involving one

species end canponents, see Table B-II.

Ccznputethe Gibbs free energy of formation

and/or equilibriumconstant for each

reaction. Results in Table B-II came fran

the JANAF tables.

Write as many mass balance equations as

there are canponents.

Transform the mass balance and mass act%on

equations into error functions.

Differentiatethe error functions with

respect to every ccmcentrationvariable

and SUM.

until value the sum of squares in Eq. (B-14)becaaes
-20

less than 10 .
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TABLE B-I

NATRIX FOR THE BN-H2 SYSTEM

G!QL
BH

3

‘3
BN-

H

NH

*2

N92

‘2

%?4
B

BH

BH2

‘2

’36

‘?9

‘1O%4

B H N

1 0 1— —

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

2

5

10

0

3

3

3
0

1

1

2

2

0

4

0

1

2

0

6

9
14

2

6

0

1

1

0

1

1

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

.

.

TABLE B-II

CHEMICAL REACTION FOR BN-H2SYSTFM

BH3 + NH3 . 6H + BN(S)

2NH3 + BN(s) = 3NH +BH3

5NH3 + BN(s)= 6NH2 + BH3

4NH3 + BN(s) = 3N~2 + aH3

NH3 + BN(s) = N2 + BH3

~3 + BN(s) = 3N~4 + BH3

~3 + BN(s) = 2B(g) +BH3

2BH3 + BN(s) = 3BH + NH3
‘jBH3+ Ill?(s)= 6BH2+ NH3

BH3 + BN(S) = B3(g) + NH3

‘3 “ ‘$6
4BH3+ BN(s) = B~9 + NH3

22BH3 + 8BN(s) = 3Blo~4 + ~3

M“(S) = BN(g)

BH3+NH3=3H2+BN

2BN+NH3+BH3=B&6

( A G“)w 11OOK

142.781

288.319

279.055

307.934

51.231

226.888

2%39.427

229.375

119.665

167.694

-4.o56

43.074

292.433

la. 878

-86.419

15.274
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TAELE C-XIX

T = 11OOK

Pressure (torr) “

H/SiC

Species in Mole Fraction

H

cH~

sm~

siH

Si

si2

si3

SIC2

si2

sic (g)

CH

Total Moles of Gas

Moles Sic Remaining

Moles SiC Ercded

Si.C (lMole) +H (lMole)

cCMPCNENTsAREsiH~ (8) ANDCH4(8)

1.

1.

6.82x 1o-5

4.99x 10-~

4.99x 10-1

1.32x 10-8

1.17 x 1o-1o

2.22 x 10-14

8.82 x 10-15

1.13 x 10-48

7.65 x 1o-33

4.64 X 10-25

1.49X 10-23

7.97 x U3-17

4.28x 10-8

2.21 x 10-12

0.0

1.10 x 10-18

1.55 x 10-9

.2500

.8750

.1250
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,
T = 11OOK

H/BeO = 1

Pressure (torr)

Species (Mole Fract.) ‘

H

H20

BeH

BeCEi

BeH2

Be(CH)2

Be20

OH

Be

02
BeO (g)

“202

‘e303
Be40k

‘=505
Be606

o

(Moles Gas) Total

Moles BeO
Remddng

Moles BeO Eroded

TABLE C-XX

THE PRESSURE DEPENDENI’SOF THE REACTIONBeO + H

.01

2.92 x 10-1

3.54 x lo-

8.54 x10-9

2.63 x 1o-10

3.54 x 10-1

4.72x 10-8
*

*

8.50x 10-9
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

7.93 x 10-1

2.07 X 10-1

.001

6.50 x 10-1

1.75 x 10-1

1.89x 10
-8

5.87x 10-10

1.75x 10-~

2.33x 10-8

*

*

8.04x 10-9

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

7.41X 10-1

8.70x 10-1

1.29X 10-1

.OcQl

9.29X 10-1

3.57x 10-2

2.70x 10
-8

8.67x 10-10

3.57xlo-2

4.83x 10-9

*

*

8.00X 10-8

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

9.33x 10-1

9.67x 10-1

3.33x 10-2

.00001

f3.92 x10-1

4.07 x 10-3

2.88x 10-8

9.24x10-10

4.07 x 1o-3

5.98 X 10-=0
*

*

7.59 x 10-7
*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

9.92 X 10-1

9.5% X1O-1

4.04X 10-3

Ar.m:uo(80)
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